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Chapter 1 : Thinking of quitting your job? Try getting fired instead - CNET
A couple of tips in making the decision: Don't just think about "getting out." Consider what you'll be leaving behind.
Remember why you signed on for this job, or with this company, in the first place.

Before you read on, I will need you to breatheâ€¦relax! Now that I have your attention, this letter is dedicated
to youâ€¦yes you! Are you feeling underappreciated? Do you think you deserve more than what you are given?
Are your colleagues and Bosses taking the glory of what is rightly yours? The truth is you are not alone. This
is life; you are going to get more of those not so cool stuff, however, if you are quitting your job because of
what you are experiencing in your place of work then you are about to make the biggest mistake of your life!
So I will need you to hold on a while before you submit your resignation letter. However, there are unlimited
benefits you can get at your place of work, yes I am serious. If you still want to quit, I will need you to answer
the following questions sincerely; Where do you like spending your time? If you love spending your time
drinking coffee more than anything else, in no time, you will be able to tell the exact content of your coffee
without taking a sip. How you ready to serve? As an entrepreneur, if you are not ready to serve people, then
forget it! Being referred to as the boss is cool, but it takes a genuine server to be a successful entrepreneur. No
one knows you more than you do, be sincere to yourself and answer the above question. You have a lot to
learn. Most successful entrepreneurs have one thing in common- humility; the ability to learn from whomever,
no matter how big or small they are. Do you have a mentor? No matter how unique your idea is, someone else
has already gone ahead of you. You need a mentor; it may not necessarily be in person; you can learn a lot
from a particular author. You not limited to have one mentor; you can have more than one mentor. Are you a
quitter? Most people will answer no, to this question. Once again, you need to be sincere with yourself. Why
are you quitting your job? Is it because it is no longer fun? Or you genuinely want to impact lives with your
products and services? If your primary goal as an entrepreneur is to earn more than what you are currently
making, then you are in for a big surprise. There will be a time in your entrepreneurial journey when
everything will be a big blah, you may get bored to your teeth, and then you will need the passion for your job
to scale through. It is essential you go for what you love and not for what will earn you big bucks; it takes
passion to build your company. Before you send your resignation letter to your boss, take your time to answer
the above questions. If your answers do not fit an entrepreneur, take down resignation letter, buckle your belt
and train yourself. For you to be a great leader, you must be a great follower. So learn all that you can learn
from your current job, while you work on being a formidable entrepreneur.
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Chapter 2 : Before You Say I Quit!: Diane, Ph.D. Holloway, Nancy Bishop: www.nxgvision.com: Books
Before You Say "I QUIT!" is an essential tool for anyone who frustrated with his or her job situation and has at least
considered the idea of resigning. This book provides an organized approach to deciding when -and if- quitting is the best
choice and how to implement the decision.

Before you take the plunge, hold onto that card just a while longer, as we help you through your decision. If
you are working on projects which have high visibility, high risk, and high value, the skills you are gaining
through these projects could have tremendous value both within and outside the organization. Even if factors
like low team cooperation or poor work flexibility bother you, maybe focusing on the project and gaining
skills will offset your current displeasure on the job. If your experience is going to pay off in the long run, then
maybe sticking with your job is an investment in your career. Does your manager know about your
aspirations? You might expect your manager to discuss career aspirations and long-term goals with his team
members, but sometimes things slip or get put off until later. You owe it to yourself, the manager, and the
organization to discuss your concerns and aspirations and seek input on how realistic they are. Sometimes,
however uncomfortable, having an open discussion is an easier way to get to where you want to go before
giving up completely. How does the job change look on your resume? Be patient with the time you can
commit to the organization. Frequent job changes on a resume will not put you on the shortlist in the future,
especially since you will not have the opportunity to justify your move at this first stage. Is it more than
compensation? People seldom move for compensation alone, there are other triggers which affect the decision
â€” a bad boss, poor work-life balance. If your decision to move is purely monetary, evaluate your current
status in your current organization and understand that you will need to start everything over in the new
organization â€” building relationships, establishing your credibility, building your brand, getting seniority in
the organization. Could you instead share your financial concerns with your manager? Is there a chance for a
revision in the future? Can you find new opportunities within your organization? If you want to move to a
different field or explore another area, try to see if you can get the opportunity within your organization first. It
is more likely that your current organization, knowing your work, will be willing to move you to a new role
and invest in your learning than a completely new organization, where you do not have any history at all. Can
you risk uncertainty? Especially ask yourself this if the field you are in or the organization you are looking to
join are at risk. Evaluate your personal and financial liabilities and risk appetite before you make the decision
to move.
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Chapter 3 : Before you say 'I quit!', say 'I will try again' first. â€“ Wonderfilled Journal
Before You Say, "I Quit!" - Deborah Wuehler - Read Christian homeschooling help and advice with home school
resources and Biblical guidance for home education.

Sunday May 24, They quit being alcoholics. They quit deceptive, exploitative religious cults. Some
ex-convicts quit their criminal careers. Women quit abusive marriages from time to time. Are these quitters
losers? In fact, there are state-endorsed million-dollar programmes aimed at influencing more people to be
quitters in these areas. It takes courage, determination and high self-esteem to quit, in the examples
aforementioned. In other words, those cases prove that it takes a winner to quit. Bear this in mind as you
consider the main subject of this column, namely, how to successfully quit a dead-end job. Many readers of
this column have written to me about their intention to quit their jobs. Their reasons have ranged from gross
underpayment to abusive bosses; from negative, oppressive work environments to lack of opportunities for
upward mobility; and from frustration to boredom. Some of these persons have expressed the desire to just
walk off the job. So, they want to simply quit. Without devising a workable exit strategy, these quitters end up
losers instead of winners, like those mentioned before. The key to successfully quitting a dead-end career or
job is your preparation before saying "I quit. Dos n Explore alternatives to quitting before making a final
decision - that should only be a last resort. Such alternatives will depend on your reasons for quitting in the
first place. Is it low salary? Frustration with your boss or co-workers? Clarification will minimise the potential
for later second guessing your reasons. Maintain your important relationships and contacts. You may need to
go back to them for help; as well, they be able to benefit from new opportunities you can open for them.
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Chapter 4 : Before you say "I quit" : Diane Holloway : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Arc
Before You Say I Quit: A Guide to Making Successful Job Transitions [Diane, Ph.D. Holloway, Nancy Bishop] on
www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Tells how to decide when and whether to quit one's job,
create a career plan, evaluate job offers, handle a resignation and change careers.

You can choose to live contently or you can live a life that you wake up loving. Which would you prefer?
Leaving a successful career for something more meaningful is incredibly difficult, but it can be done. It should
be done, actually, because living a life without a meaningful career can put extreme stress on you, your family,
and your health. I know this all too well because I have been there. Despite its failure, I was able to rise above
and start a new company that awarded me with enormous financial success. But even with all that money and
buying my dream luxury car, something was still missing. I was 37 years old with a wife and two kids, and our
new life of luxury had painted me in a corner. But then, I did these 7 things that turned my life around, and
now I am a successful business coach doing exactly what I love and am meant to do. Take ownership for your
career choices and the past that lead you to it. Forgive yourself and do not blame others. Every single choice
of your past has lead you to where you are now - and if now is the time to start over, then so be it. You will
find that everything you learned in your past will greatly benefit your new endeavor. Be very clear on what it
is that you want. Before making any drastic or impulsive changes, ask yourself what you wish to do and why.
What talents do you have that are currently untapped in your present career? And then identify that fear and
assess if it is real or perceived. Often times we are fearful of doing something new because we are scared of
what other people will think. Remember your dreams, talents and ambitions and visualize the grand outcome
you are seeking. Determine how much your move will cost. Making any career move will cost money - you
may experience down time in salary should you quit before the new venture is established, and should you be
starting your own company it will require a lot of start-up capital. Once you have pinpointed your next move,
your excitement can get the best of you and you may impulsively want to quit your job. Identify the outcome
of every step and determine if you are ready. Or perhaps change your career within the same company. My
clients are often surprised by how easy this is after communicating their wish for change to their managers.
You may have to take a lower salary for a year and work part-time in one department while supporting the
other, or sign a contract with company if they pay for the change in career MBA, etc. Your entire network of
contacts can be a major asset for a seamless transition. Get input and support from your family. Yes, you may
be the one who is miserable but a significant job change can affect your spouse and children. Ask them for
their support and make sure they have your back. If you are all in this together it will mitigate resentment
when things get tough. Stay positive and be patient. Starting over takes time, patience, and a positive attitude.
As long as you are confident that your next move is "the one", you will be able to endure setbacks, which are
natural to any transition. Continue to get weekly doses of encouragement from your peers and mentors. To set
your expectations, while results vary, it usually takes between 6 months to 2 years to make a complete change.
Your life is yours and how you live it is only up to you. Allen Vaysberg is a career and life coach, who
specializes in helping people find their purpose and align with it. For more information, click here.
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Chapter 5 : 5 things to consider before you say 'I quit!' - www.nxgvision.com Get Ahead
Welcome to this space. Here, we talk about anything and everything that can make life better. From inspirational
messages, to life hacks, money saving tips, travel, business tips, DIYs, Health and fitness and so much more.

Somehow the excitement you felt for your job in the beginning has faded. Occasionally it is the monotony of
doing the same thing repeatedly that gets to you and at other times you feel there is no challenge in what you
do anymore. You begin to feel unsure of yourself and overwhelmed with a sense of being stuck. You consider
your options as you get dressed but nothing flies out at you as the obvious answer. You speculate if it is the
new manager who has sucked the joy out of you or is it that you are genuinely bored and ready for a change. If
this scenario is repeating itself in your head day in and day out then it is time to take a snap poll. Are you
ready for a change? So what would be a good way to assess whether you are ready for a change or not? The
following checklist describes some of the feelings and symptoms you might be going through if you are
indeed ready. You are beginning to feel frustrated at being stuck in the job. You are being asked to repeatedly
use the same skills and not being given an opportunity to develop new expertise. Will they ever give you the
next promotion? Talk to your superior and see what the grand plan is. Your boss micro manages you and is
stifling your creativity and independence. Your boss may be straight out of Devil Wears Prada and then it is
probably the time to type out those joyful words "I quit" or just stand up and take a stand. Politics amongst
colleagues is just not your cup of tea. Sucking up is given more importance than doing good quality work.
Back-stabbing is the norm. If the personalities are just not meshing then sometimes it is simpler to move on.
Your salary is far lower than what you think another company might be willing to offer. Very low interest in
your job. You are really there to just earn your salary. The skills you use at your job do not excite you at all.
You catch yourself daydreaming all the time about other different kinds of things you could be doing. These
are just some indications that things at work are not going as well as they should in your professional life and
it may be time for a change or a re-evaluation. Learning cycle complete The first thing to think about, anytime
you are thinking of a change, is whether you have learnt all that you could have learn from this present job.
Extracting maximum learning out of a situation is paramount before opting for a change. Another point to
ponder is whether moving on will also mean moving up in life. Change is a double-edged sword. It can be
used as an escapist measure or it can be used as a tool for transformation. Ideally you would like to use a move
or a change as an opportunity for a make-over. It would be a pity to throw a good opportunity away just
because you are going through a temporary dip. Penny wise, pound foolish If you are thinking about moving
just because of salary and promotion aspects then definitely talk to your boss first and see if something can be
worked out mutually. Some people, I notice change jobs without any major purpose except to earn a little bit
more. There is documented evidence that changing jobs is a means of financial gain but it is so only in the
short term. If you are looking to build a career in any specific area then sticking to a job for several years is a
good way to consolidating your learning and growth. Reality check -- do you have what it takes? What type of
skills will help you get that dream job? A good way to assess this is by looking at job advertisements over a
period of time to get a sense of what is needed. You could also talk to experienced people and gain from their
knowledge about what they look for when they are recruiting people in their company. The vast majority of
factual data relating to this issue is in the public domain and hence easy to access. Reinforce your resume The
next question that you need to address is whether your present qualifications are adequate for the direction you
would like your career to take. If not, then you need to be looking at what kinds of further qualifications you
can possibly acquire to add that extra zing to your resume. She is enjoying her job, she is well liked in her
office and yet she feels a certain lack of challenge in her day-to-day existence in the office. She feels that she
has maxed her potential for learning in the current job. She was hired in the sales division and she is good at
marketing and meeting her targets. But now yeh dil mange more! She wants to work in areas of strategy,
brand-building and brand awareness. The management, however, felt she just did not have the background to
perform well in those areas. Poonam after much weighing of pros and cons decided that she needed an
additional degree before she would come back to work in that sector. She decided to apply to the UK for a
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degree in Innovation and Enterprise which focused on brand management, consumer behaviour thus
propelling her career in the same field forward. Different strokes for different folks No matter how caught up
we are with Potter-mania, we all know that a magic wand is really not going to transform our lives. We are the
architects of our own future. We all get one life and a fixed set of opportunities to actualise our potential,
transform our lives and infuse it with growth and learning. So a good analysis of where you are, where you
want to be and you will get there is needed every few years to ensure that your life and career are moving in a
directed fashion. Personal and professional transformations are in your hands and it is a matter of making
precise choices that can propel you upwards in your career track. She has been an international and
educational counselor since Log on to her website www.
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Chapter 6 : 7 Things You Must Do Before You Say 'I Quit!' | HuffPost
This is life; you are going to get more of those not so cool stuff, however, if you are quitting your job because of what
you are experiencing in your place of work then you are about to make the biggest mistake of your life! So I will need
you to hold on a while before you submit your resignation letter.

The routine became a bore. You seem overqualified or under-qualified for the job. This is not where I am
called. Usually, people perceive their calling as something that would magnify their passion. They consider
calling as something that they would enjoy, with no suffering that comes with it, but only joy and willingness
to do what they love. Are you missing out your chance to accomplish your true purpose? You were given
those gifts for a reason, but God also gave us the free will. You can still maximize those skills during your free
time. God supports your growth, if He blesses the intentions of your heart. In the first place, He gave you
those skills. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age. We convince ourselves that this is not
God whom we hear, and we no longer seek the knowledge of His will. The merciful Lord listened, and the
huge fish vomited Jonah out into dry land. After all that happened, Jonah submitted to the Lord and went to
Nineveh to do as he was instructed. Just like Jonah, we depend on our own judgment before we act.
Sometimes, we disagree with His plans and reason out to Him. God hears your prayers. Is it really God
shifting the gears? There are probably challenges arising where you are now, but sufferings are opportunities
to ask God. Trials give us the humility to know Him. Continue to seek God, as He gives us the grace to endure
the pain. He will move you from glory to glory, so have courage. Do not to escape trials when things do not go
your way. You will notice that the transition will go smoothly as if the opportunity was made for you. He will
provide you with resources so that you may accomplish His will. And the peace of God, which surpasses all
understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. Do not quit believing!
Chapter 7 : Quitting Quotes (75 quotes)
n Explore alternatives to quitting before making a final decision - that should only be a last resort. Such alternatives will
depend on your reasons for quitting in the first place. n Secure another position before handing in your resignation.

Chapter 8 : Can I Quit Before I Start the Job? | HuffPost
We've all been there - you get a job that seems to be the perfect fit. During the first few weeks, you look forward to
learning about everything, knowing everyone and making new friends.

Chapter 9 : 6 Questions to Ask Yourself Before You Say, 'I Quit!'
Before You Say "I Quit": A Guide to Making Successful Job Transitions by Diane Holloway, PhD, Nancy Bishop starting
at $ Before You Say "I Quit": A Guide to Making Successful Job Transitions has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.
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